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ABSTRACT 

In the methodology of Behavior-Based Safety, we aim to reinforce 

safe workplace behaviors, which in turn prevent accidents. 

Observation data of safe behaviors become the leading indicator of a 

safe workplace, while accident rates are the lagging indicator. In the 

methodology of Lean Manufacturing, we aim to change the actual 

processes and tasks of the workplace to make them safer and easier 

for the worker. A virtuous by-product is that the production process 

itself becomes more reliable and faster. Adherence to improved work 

processes is known as Standard Work and is the leading indicator for 

an effective workplace. Quality products delivered on-time are the 

lagging indicator. Often BBS looks only at established safety 

procedures and protocols for safe behaviors to observe and 

reinforce. Lean looks at the work process itself and asks, “how can 

this be done more safely?” “how can we make this task easier?” “how 

can we change the sequence of work tasks to make it easier to do it 

safely?” In this way, Lean changes the behaviors themselves. 

However, even when Lean tools demonstrate a better sequence of 

tasks/behaviors, workers often tend to stick to the old way of doing 

things. A better process yields zero results if it is not used. Solution: 
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a marriage of Lean process change methodology with BBS 

methodology of positive reinforcement of new behaviors = new safer 

process behaviors reinforced to habit strength. This presentation 

offers 5 Lean tools that can be profitably paired with BBS for better 

results. 
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